
Thank you very much for purchasing one 
of my patterns!! 

I really hope you will enjoy making this project. I did my best to describe 
the instructions and include as many photos as possible. If you still find 
any part of the pattern unclear or would like an advise, please contact 
me on info@oliven.co.uk 

I’d really love to see your version of the Daisies, so if you’d like to share it 
and inspire others, please post your photo on our Facebook page or 
email it to me: www.facebook.com/olivenpatchwork 

If you’d like to see my new projects and find out about new patterns and 
free tutorials you can follow my blog:  
www.journeywitholiven.com 
For more patterns visit http://www.oliven.co.uk/product-category/ 
patternskits/ 

Designer Vendulka BATTAIS  
From www.oliven.co.uk 

  

Please use this pattern to make the item for yourself, your 
loved ones or for sale on craft sales, Etsy etc.  

Please do not copy, publish, sell, redistribute or alter the 
pattern in any way.  

If you would like to recommend these instructions or share 
your creations, please mention my name and link to my 

website www.oliven.co.uk.   
Thank you for your understanding. 

These photos and instructions are copyright  
Vendulka Battais at OliVen. 
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Daisies wall hanging
Designed by Vendulka Battais 

Dimension: 44x33 cm / 17” x 13”



REQUIREMENT LIST: 
4 strips 1 ½” wide - different shades of green  
1 strip 4” wide - blue for the sky 
Half a meter of medium weight interfacing 
Threads matching the colours of the blue sky 
Thread for the stems of the daisies - needs to stand out on the green fabrics 
Perle cotton no 5 or for the daisy flowers - white and yellow 
Chenille needles - size 18-22 

THINGS TO CONSIDER BEFORE YOU START: 
Size:  
The length of the strips will be the width of your piece. You can keep your piece 
slim portrait as on the front cover and cut the strips 4½” or 6” long. Or you might 
want to keep them 20“ long and make long landscape. (FIG 1) 
Background: 
You can lay the fabric strips in whatever order/flow you like. I prefer to have the 
darkest one on the bottom and the lightest one on the top as it gives weight to 
the bottom of the work. You can prepare the background in two ways - piecing 
the strips together or overlapping them and ironing them to the interfacing. If you 
overlap them, you will expose the raw edges, this adds a bit roughness to the 
piece. If you like neat work, you might prefer piecing them together. Both is fine, 
choose your preferred method. 
Overlapping:  
1. Place the interfacing on the ironing board, glue side up. Take your strips and 

organise them on top of the interfacing in your preferred flow, right side up. 
Overlap the strips by about 1/4”. Make sure no interfacing is poking out 
around the edges and press the strips in place.  

Piecing:  
1. Piece the strips together in your preferred flow with 1/4” seam allowance. 

Press the seams open, place the interfacing over the opened seams glue 
side down and press in place.  

(FIG 2) 

2. Once the interfacing is stuck to your strips you will create a texture to the sky 
by adding stitching - like a quilting, but only through two layers (a fabric and 
an interfacing). I like to stitch just simple wavy lines which cross over every 
now and then as on FIG 2. We will not stitch on the green part as that will 
have lots of leaves stitched on to hold it together.  

3. Attach the white border to the quilted background - cut 2 ½” wide strips and 
attach them to the sides, press and attach them to the top and bottom. 

(FIG 1) 



Composition:  
To help with the composition, take a piece of paper and draw and cut out some 
long grassy leaves and circles for the flower heads. Start spreading them about on 
your background until you find the composition you like. Now you can draw the 
leaf shapes and flower circles on your fabric with an erasable pen (test it on a 
scrap first). Then draw the stems of the daisies going in between the leaves and 
across them. Some leaves or flowers can reach out of the centre onto the border. 
As for the stems - proper daisies have only one flower on each stem. Camomile 
has very similar flowers but one stem divides into many small ones and one plant 
can have many flowers. Don’t forget we’re not doing a botanical representation 
of the flower, so there are no rules!!! 
Machine stitching:  
1. Once you marked the position of leaves and 

stems, begin by stitching the grassy leaves. 
Stitch the outline of the leaves and then 
continue filling the shape by echoing the next 
line less than 1/8” in until you filled the body of 
each leaf with lines (FIG 3)  

2. If you just overlapped the fabrics, take care 
that the overlapped edges do not fold over - 
just take your time.  

3. When stitching the stems, I go over the stitch 
3-4 times to achieve the thickness of the stem I 
like.  

4. You can stitch leaves over stems or stems over 
leaves - there is no right or wrong.  

5. OPTIONAL: as you can see on the long piece 
(FIG5) you can cut some grassy leaves from a 
piece of fabric which has bondaweb ironed 
on the wrong side and iron them down.  

Hand stitching:  
1. The size of the flower heads depends on how 

much time you’d like to spent hand stitching. 
They can be anything from 1”- 2”. They can 
also vary in size across the piece.  

2. Use perle cotton and chenille needle and an 
embroidery hoop if you prefer.  

3. Start by making a cluster of French knots in 
yellow thread at the end of the stem - about 
4-6 of them right next to each other. 

4. Follow with lazy daisy stitch petals all around 
the cluster. You can keep the petals perfectly 
the same length all the way round or you can 
vary the size of the petals, they are not all the 
same, some flowers you see from the side, so 
the side petals are longer than the middle 
ones. Don’t stress about it. (FIG 4) (FIG 4) 

(FIG 3) 



Finishing:  
1. When all your flowers have been hand stitched, take a look at the piece 

and decide if you are happy with the composition, maybe there is a gap 
which wants to be filled with another flower or a leaf. Add these if 
necessary.  

2. Place a piece of backing - slightly larger than your front to cover the back 
of your work and pin together.  

3. Using the same thread as the stems and leaves, stitch on top of few stems 
or leaves to hold the front and the backing together. Don’t stitch over the 
flowers.  

4. Trim the edges of the hanging and attach binding - I cut my binding 1¼” 
wide and stitch it with a ¼” seam which will give the hanging slim binding.  

5. You can choose just one colour for the binding or combine the blue and 
one of the greens and join them exactly at the same spot as the horizon 
on your picture. 
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(FIG 5) 


